Sometimes God leads us to people, sometimes He brings them to us. I believe that God
brought us Tatiana. She is a young woman who is selling fruit and vegetables at the
Market, right beside where I expose my products. For more than once, we have talked
about the faith and she is asking many questions and demonstrating interest about the
Word. She has told me many things about her personal life and, last Saturday, Tatiana
cried when she told me the struggles she was facing. I ask
that you help us and that you ask for a miracle for Tatiana,
for the enemy has kept her on a path that strays from the
purposes of God. When I look at her and my faith shrinks, I
remember the words: “Is there anything too difficult for
God?”
On the contrary, I believe God has led me to Ms. Juliana.
Through the intermediate of my voluntary work in Cartaxo,
for more than six months I have helped this lady with
groceries and transportation. I have shared the Bible and
prayed with her on a few occasions. This Sunday, Pt. Adil, his wife Érica and I went to
visit her. She never smiles but this Sunday she did and told me how great it was for her
to receive our visit. It touches me to look at how God takes care of this lady. I really do
believe that He brought me to her house to give her the Word of hope. I am anxious to
see what the Lord will still do in the life of D. Julieta.
The other day I went to Mss. Maria José’s flower shop and she was very depressed
because her husband was in the hospital, due to a stroke. I talked with her and then
asked if she allowed me to pray for her and her husband. She willingly accepted, we
prayed and a few days later, when I returned, she had a big smile in her face, for her
husband was already back from the hospital. This is great news, but not the best! May
Ms. Maria José soon have in her face a new, bigger smile, and praise for our God.
The work in the Marketplace has been a great finding
for our ministry. I have understood that work like this
can open new doors, allow for new relationships, and
attract disciples for Jesus. People don’t become
defensive, and, in time, we can make a difference in
their lives through cordiality, happiness and
excellence. I believe this is a good path to make people
around us ask for the reason of our faith.
God also brings us people to bless our lives. I thank God for Pt. Adil and Érica,
colleagues and true friends. They were able top find a home in Cartaxo and that will
certainly advance our ministry.
Luso Cristã team meetings in Santo Ántonio do Tojal
with Pt. Fabiano Fernandes has brought great
improvements on our team unity. We have dedicated

to prayer, vision and strategic planning, with the dream of blessing Portugal with the
advancement of His kingdom through strong chuches. Cartaxo, Vila Franca, Alverca
and Mafra are places where each of us is casting a seed. In Alhandra, I have just met
Mr. Sebastião, Mss. Maria dos Anjos and Paulo. I ask God that He may give me wisdom
and good opportunities for oreaching the Gospel.
The Lord also have brought you to Cartaxo. Your prayers, messages, offerings and all
the support you have been giving are gifts that come from God with the unique touch
from everyone of you. Help us through prayer so that the Lord may show us who He
wants to hear the Word.

“Behold, three men seek thee. But arise, and get thee down, and go
with them, nothing doubting: for I have sent them.”
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